
MKB FINTECHLAB:
Working with the 
fintech world to 
innovate in a bank
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innovative, agile 
bank with digital 
transformation.
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Fintechs are usually focusing on one segment, one product but they are 
the best in those – together they cover the whole value chain
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THREAT Fintechs are usually focusing on one segment, one product but they are 
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We want to collaborate and co-create with the fintech community in
order to bring amazing services into the hands of our customers.
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Hungary’s first banking innovation lab
and leading fintech incubator

ANSWER We want to collaborate and co-create with the fintech community in 
order to bring amazing services into the hands of our customers.



in MKB Fintechlab
Innovation

We build a 
community1

3.000 in our 

community

We develop 
startups2

10 investments, 

growing valuations

We implement 
innovations3

5 bank-fintech 

partnership, growing CX 
and efficiency



for free, for you!
A digital CFO



CF analysis, forects

Smart categorizations

Invoicing

Reminders

New features constantly

days for
FREE99

Feedback, 
feedback, 
feedback!

for free, for you!
A digital CFO



in MKB

incubated

for free, for you!
A digital CFO

with our customers

tested
product

working
real problems

solving



VISION



ARE YOU READY?
Digital is here.


